
It might be your brake pads!
Do your brakes squeal?

Useful tips on brake pads

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

Brake pads are consumable items which need regular checkups and replacement. 
If worn brake pads are not replaced, they will eventually damage the brake discs. 
Brake discs are expensive, so it would be best to change the brake pads at an 
appropriate timing to avoid unnecessary expenses. Above all, the brakes are a 
fundamental part of your car which is connected directly to your safety. Therefore, 
if you hear any abnormal noise, or feel something unusual, consult a Suzuki dealer 
for advice.
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Squeals!!
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It is because your brake pads have worn out! The 

abnormal squealing noise is a sign that the brakes 

are not functioning properly. If you sense any kind 

of unusualness, consult your Suzuki dealer to 

clarify the cause.

Used
New

You know, my 
brakes squeal when 
I step on the brake 
pedal these days... 

I'M HUNGRY! 
I WANT MY 
DINNER!

We'll get there soon!

I wish I could do 
something about 
this squeal…

It's fixed! I'm glad I took my 
car to a Suzuki dealer. 
But still…



Purpose and Function
When the driver depresses the brake pedal, the brake pads are 
pressed against the brake disc which produces friction. The 
friction generated between the pads and disc is converted to 
heat energy which acts to reduce speed or bring the car to stop.

Periodical checkup and replacement will maintain comfortable driving!

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

If overused without replacement… If replaced to new ones

Disc Rotor

Brake Pad

Frequent abnormal squealing noise 
when stepping on brakes
Decrease in brake fluid level (Lighting 
of Brake system warning light)
Deterioration of brake force
Increase in Braking distance
Brake disc damage
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Full braking performance
Appropriate braking distance
No constant irregular noise when 
stepping on brakes
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Used New

Interval

15,000 km 1 year *whichever comes first

Inspection guideline (Replace if necessary)

Brake pad replacement recommendations


